US University Prof Foster calls on BRACU VC

DHAKA, Bangladesh, May 19 (BSS)- Professor Stanley O. Foster of Emory University of the USA called on BRAC University (BRACU) Vice-Chancellor Professor Ainun Nishat at his office here today.

During the meeting, they discussed about bilateral education and research. Prof. Foster wanted to know about academic and research activities of BRAC University.

The VC apprised him the overall activities of the University and also informed about some exceptional features of the BRACU.

Professor Foster proposed to introduce a joint programme between the Rollings School of Public Health, Emory University, and James P. Grant School of Public Health, BRAC University.

The VC also expressed his eagerness about the joint programme and assured him of possible cooperation in this regard.

BRACU Pro-VC Professor Md. Golam Samdani Fakir and other high officials of the university were present on the occasion.